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babn replacement Study
by Jerome Fourre #120

 I am quite sure that most collectors hope that one day they 
will fall upon one of these elusive coupons and finally be able to 
fill that hole in their collection.
 Wouldn’t it be interesting to get a better idea of exactly how 
many of these coupons are actually out there?  Most members 
report their highs and lows to Louis Fontaine and he puts them 
in the hi-lo listings.
 We do not know the printing procedures of the British 
American Bank Note company at the time this series was being 
printed, so it is impossible to determine how many coupons 
were printed on a sheet back then.  The serial numbers known 

would suggest that some of these replacements were part of a 
sheet replacement, but it is only a guess at this time.
 i need your help to update this list of known notes.  If 
you have one I would really appreciate it if you took the time to 
send me the serial number and let me know if you have bracket-
ing notes for your replacement.  Do not worry, your anonymity 
will be respected if you wish it to be.
 I will submit an article reporting my findings in a future 
newsletter. Comments and inquiries can be submitted to 
Jerome Fourre, 1120 Place Charron, Blainville, QC, J7C 2T2 or 
Phone: 450-419-7914 or Email: jayfoure@ctccollector.ca

ctc S11-ga
T0022378
T0061606
T0105281
T0145444
T0160444
T0195444
T0596931

ctc S10-ba
A0068501
A0111373
A0111410
A0163190
A0240292
A0315292
A0415501
A0469501
A0514386
A0577001

ctc S10-da
J0002501
J0047501
J0060501
J0061001
J0134819
J0149089
J0597949
J0638001
J0873501

ctc S10-Fa
Q0007558
Q0067501

Above is a CTC S11-Ga $2.00 with its bracketing notes. Note the different font and width for the serial numbers.

Above is a CTC S10-Fa $1.00 with one bracketing note. Note the different font and width for the serial numbers.


